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Abstract. Duplicate detection is the task of identifying all groups of
records within a data set that represent the same real-world entity, respectively. This task is diﬃcult, because (i) representations might diﬀer
slightly, so some similarity measure must be deﬁned to compare pairs of
records and (ii) data sets might have a high volume making a pair-wise
comparison of all records infeasible. To tackle the second problem, many
algorithms have been suggested that partition the data set and compare all record pairs only within each partition. One well-known such
approach is the Sorted Neighborhood Method (SNM), which sorts the
data according to some key and then advances a window over the data
comparing only records that appear within the same window.
We propose several variations of SNM that have in common a varying window size and advancement. The general intuition of such adaptive windows is that there might be regions of high similarity suggesting a larger window size and regions of lower similarity suggesting a
smaller window size. We propose and thoroughly evaluate several adaption strategies, some of which are provably better than the original SNM
in terms of eﬃciency (same results with fewer comparisons).

1

Motivation

Duplicate detection, also known as entity matching or record linkage was ﬁrst
deﬁned by Newcombe et al. [1] and has been a research topic for several decades.
The challenge is to eﬀectively and eﬃciently identify pairs of records that represent the same real world object. The basic problem of duplicate detection
has been studied under various further names, such as object matching, record
linkage, merge/purge, or record reconciliation.
With many businesses, research projects, and government organizations collecting enormous amounts of data, it becomes critical to identify the represented
set of distinct real-world entities. Entities of interest include individuals, companies, geographic regions, or households [2]. The impact of duplicates within a
data set is manifold: customers are contacted multiple times, revenue per customer cannot be identiﬁed correctly, inventory levels are incorrect, credit ratings
are miscalculated, etc. [3].
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The challenges in the duplicate detection process are the huge amounts of
data and that ﬁnding duplicates is resource intensive [4]. In a naive approach,
the number of pairwise comparisons is quadratic in the number of records. Thus,
it is necessary to make intelligent guesses which records have a high probability
of representing the same real-world entity. These guesses are often expressed as
partitionings of the data in the hope that duplicate records appear only within
individual partitions. Thus, the search space can be reduced with the drawback
that some duplicates might be missed.
Two important approaches for reducing the search space are blocking and
windowing 4 , which are evaluated and compared in [6]. The most prominent
representative for windowing is the Sorted Neighborhood Method (SNM) by
Hernández and Stolfo [7, 8]. SNM has three phases, illustrated in Fig. 1:
1. Key assignment: In this phase a sorting key is assigned to each record. Keys
are usually generated by concatenating certain parts of attribute values (e.g.,
first 3 letters of last name | first 2 digits of zip code) in the hope
that duplicates are assigned similar sorting keys and are thus close after the
sorting phase. Sorting keys are not necessarily unique.
2. Sorting: All records are sorted by the sorting key.
3. Windowing: A ﬁxed-size window slides over the sorted data. All pairs of
records within a window are compared and duplicates are marked.

z
z
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w
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z
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the Sorted Neighborhood method [7].

A disadvantage of this approach is that the window size is ﬁxed and diﬃcult
to conﬁgure: If it is selected too small, some duplicates might be missed. On
the other hand, a too large window results in many unnecessary comparisons.
If eﬀectiveness is most relevant, the ideal window size is equal to the size of the
largest duplicate cluster in a data set. If a perfect sorting key exists, which sorts
4

called “non-overlapping blocking” in [5].
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all records of the duplicate clusters next to each other in the sort sequence, then
all duplicates could be found. But even with the ideal window size, many unnecessary comparisons are executed, because not all clusters have that maximum
size.
An example for this is the Cora Citation Matching data set5 , which comprises
1,879 references of research papers and is often used to evaluate duplicate detection methods [9–11]. In [12] we have described the deﬁnition of a gold standard
for the Cora data set and other data sets. In Cora there are 118 clusters with at
least 2 records. The histogram in Fig. 2 shows on the x-axis the clusters sorted by
their size and on the y-axis the corresponding cluster size. As we can see, there
are a few clusters with more than 100 records, but most groups have less than
50 records. Clusters with diﬀerent sizes are quite common for deduplication [13]
and also agree with our experience with industry partners [14].
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Fig. 2. Number of records per cluster in the Cora data set.

In this paper, we discuss a variety of strategies that adapt the window size
to increase the eﬃciency of the duplicate detection process without reducing the
eﬀectiveness.
In the following Sec. 2 we discuss related work. In Sec. 3, we give an overview
of our strategies and describe and elaborate the most promising strategy in more
detail in Sec. 4. An experimental evaluation is presented in Sec. 5. Finally, we
conclude and discuss our future work in Sec. 6.
5

http://www.cs.umass.edu/~mccallum/data.html
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2

Related Work

Several variations of the Sorted Neighborhood Method (SNM) have been proposed. As the result is highly depending on the used sorting key, multi-pass
variants with multiple keys and a ﬁnally calculated transitive closure can help
to improve the accuracy [3]. Monge and Elkan [13] adopt the SNM and propose
the union-ﬁnd data structure that deﬁnes a representative for each detected duplicate group. Records are ﬁrst compared to the representatives and only if the
similarity is high enough, they are compared with the other members of that
cluster.
Yan et al. [15] discuss adaptivity of record linkage algorithms using the example of SNM. They use the window to build non-overlapping blocks that can
contain diﬀerent numbers of records. The pairwise record comparison then takes
place within these blocks. The hypothesis is that the distance between a record
and its successors in the sort sequence is monotonically increasing in a small
neighborhood, although the sorting is done lexicographically and not by distance. They present two algorithms and compare them with the basic SNM.
Incrementally Adaptive-SNM (IA-SNM) is an algorithm that incrementally increases the window size as long as the distance of the ﬁrst and the last element
in the current window is smaller than a speciﬁed threshold. The increase of the
window size depends on the current window size. Accumulative Adaptive-SNM
(AA-SNM) on the other hand creates windows with one overlapping record. By
considering transitivity, multiple adjacent windows can then be grouped into one
block, if the last record of a window is a potential duplicate of the last record in
the next adjacent window. After the enlargement of the windows both algorithms
have a retrenchment phase, in which the window is decreased until all records
within the block are potential duplicates. We have implemented both IA-SNM
and AA-SNM, and compare them to our work in our experimental evaluation.
However, our experiments do not conﬁrm that IA-SNM and AA-SNM perform
better than SNM.
“Blocking” is an umbrella term for approaches that reduce the search space
for duplicate detection. The idea is to partition the set of records into blocks
and then compare all records only within these blocks, assuming that records in
diﬀerent blocks are unlikely to represent the same entity [16]. Thus, the overall
number of comparisons depends on the number and the sizes of the blocks.
Köpcke and Rahm divide these approaches into disjoint and overlapping blocking
methods [5]. The disjoint blocking methods use a blocking predicate (e.g., the zip
code for person records) to create mutually exclusive blocks, whereas overlapping
blocking methods create overlapping blocks of records. Examples for overlapping
blocking methods are SNM, canopy clustering, suﬃx array-based blocking, and
Q-gram based indexing, surveyed in [17]. A generalization of standard blocking
and the Sorted Neighborhood method is presented in [6].
Whang et al. [18] propose an iterative blocking model in which they use
multiple blocking criteria at the same time to build overlapping blocks. The
detected duplicates are then distributed to other blocks which can help to ﬁnd
additional duplicates and reduces the processing time for the other blocks. They
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propose two algorithms: Lego and Duplo. While Lego assumes that blocks are
not stored on the disk and is therefore not applicable for data sets with millions
of records, Duplo uses a disk-based iterative approach that can handle huge data
sets. The concept of using the knowledge about already detected duplicates to
save comparisons is also an essential part of our algorithm DCS++. However, in
contrast to iterative blocking, our algorithm does not include a merging step.
The paper of Benjelloun et al. [19] deﬁnes the ICAR properties (idempotence, commutativity, associativity, and representativity) for match and merge
functions in the duplicate detection process. Idempotence means that a record
matches itself, whereas commutativity describes whether the order of the records
has an impact on the matching result. We assume that the matching functions
used with our algorithm fulﬁll these two properties. We do not have to consider
associativity and representativity, because these are properties of the merge function and our algorithm does not merge records. However, Benjelloun et al. do not
assume that the match function is transitive (i.e., r1 ≈ r2 and r2 ≈ r3 does not
imply r1 ≈ r3 ), whereas transitivity is a key aspect of our algorithm DCS++.
They propose three algorithms: G-Swoosh is expensive, but can be used if the
ICAR properties do not hold. R-Swoosh exploits the ICAR properties to reduce
the number of comparisons. Finally, F-Swoosh also exploits the four properties and additionally avoids repeated feature comparisons. This last feature is
irrelevant for our experimental setting; we include R-Swoosh in our evaluation.
For algorithms that rely on the sorting order of the records, the choice of
a good sorting key is essential. It should be distinct enough, that the result
of the duplicate detection process is not aﬀected, e.g., for SNM the number of
records with the same sorting key should not be greater than the window size.
Furthermore, attributes that are less likely to contain erroneous values should
be used, especially for the ﬁrst few characters of the sorting key, as they are
more important for the sorting order than the last few [3]. For our experimental
evaluation, we used the same sorting key for all evaluated approaches.

3

Adaptive Sorted Neighborhood

In this section, we give a brief overview of diﬀerent strategies that suggest themselves for dynamically adapting the window size. We characterize the strategies
by deﬁning the movement of the right and left boundaries of the window. Window size increases by advancing the right boundary and it decreases by advancing
the left boundary. We identify three broad strategies:
– Key similarity strategy: Window size is varied based on the similarity of
the sorting keys: The window size is increased if sorting keys are similar and
thus more similar records can be expected.
– Record similarity strategy: Window size is varied based on the similarity
of the records: As a reﬁnement of the key similarity strategy, one regards
instead the actual similarity of the records within the window.
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– Duplicate count strategy: Window size is varied based on the number
of identiﬁed duplicates: If many duplicates are found within a window, it is
expected that even more can be found within an increased window.
For each strategy, there are several possible variations. Figure 3 gives an
overview of the diﬀerent strategies and their variations, which are explained
in subsequent sections. Due to increases and decreases of the window size, the
set of compared records diﬀers from the original Sorted Neighborhood method.
Adapting the window size does not inevitably result in additional comparisons,
it can also reduce the number. However, adapting the window size should result
in an overall higher eﬀectiveness for a given eﬃciency or in a higher eﬃciency
for a given eﬀectiveness.

Key similarity strategy
Basic strategy
Skip expansion
Blocking expansion
Record similarity strategy
Basic strategy
Average expansion
Blocking expansion
Neighborhood expansion
Duplicate count strategy
Basic strategy
Multiple record increase
Distance based increase
Window size dependent increase

Fig. 3. Overview of adaptation strategies

We have evaluated all three strategies. The best performing is the Duplicate
count strategy, which is the focus of this paper. In fact, we prove that this strategy outperforms the original Sorted Neighborhood method. It is described in
more detail in Sec. 4 and evaluated in Sec. 5. As we believe it to be interesting
for the scientiﬁc community, we have added details and results of the two inferior strategies in Appendices Appendix A and Appendix B. The distance based
increase variant and the window size dependent increase variant of the Duplicate
Count strategy are described and evaluated in Appendix Appendix C, because
both do not show an eﬃciency increase.
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4

Duplicate count strategy

The Duplicate count strategy (DCS) uses the number of already classiﬁed duplicates as an indicator for the window size: The more duplicates of a record
are found within a window, the larger is the window. On the other hand, if no
duplicate of a record within its neighborhood is found, then we assume that
there are no duplicates or the duplicates are very far away in the sorting order.
Each record ti is once the ﬁrst record of a window. In the beginning, we have
a starting window size w, which is, as for SNM, domain-dependent. In the ﬁrst
step, record ti is compared with w − 1 successors. So the current window can be
described as W (i, i + w − 1). If no duplicate can be found within this window,
we do not increase the window. But if there is at least one duplicate, then we
start increasing the window.
4.1

Basic strategy

The basic strategy increases the window size by one record. Let d be the number
of detected duplicates within a window, c the number of comparisons and φ
a threshold with 0 < φ ≤ 1. Then we increase the window size as long as
d
c ≥ φ. Thus, the threshold deﬁnes the average number of detected duplicates
per comparison. The pseudocode of this variant can be found in Algorithm 1.
4.2

Multiple record increase

The multiple record increase variant, dubbed DCS++, is an improvement of the
basic strategy. It is based on the assumption that we have a perfect similarity
measure (all record pairs are classiﬁed correctly as duplicate or non-duplicate;
we show the performance of our algorithm with non-perfect similarity measures
in Sec. 5.3). Instead of increasing the window by just one record, we add for
each detected duplicate the next w − 1 adjacent records of that duplicate to
the window, even if the average is then lower than the threshold φ. Of course,
records are added only once to that window. We can then calculate the transitive
closure to save some of the comparisons: Let us assume that the pairs ti , tk  and
ti , tl  are duplicates, with i < k < l. Calculating the transitive closure returns
the additional duplicate pair tk , tl . Hence, we do not need to check the window
W (k, k + w − 1); this window is skipped. Algorithm 2 shows the diﬀerences of
this variant compared to Algorithm 1. The diﬀerences are the performed check,
whether a record should be skipped, and the handling of a duplicate.
Selection of the threshold If we do not check the window W (k, k + w − 1),
we might miss some duplicates within this window, if W (k, k + w − 1) contains
records in addition to those in the window in which tk was classiﬁed as duplicate.
In Fig. 4, record tk was classiﬁed as duplicate of ti . The window of ti ends with
tj . Let us assume that tl is also a duplicate of ti and tk . If l ≤ j (case 1 in Fig. 4),
then tl is detected as duplicate, even if the window of tk is not considered. On
the other hand, if l > j (case 2), we would not classify tl as duplicate, due to
the assumption that we do not have to create the window of tk . We show that
with the right selection of the threshold this case cannot happen.
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Algorithm 1 DCS (records, sorting key key, initial window size w, threshold φ)
Require: w > 1 and 0 < φ ≤ 1
1. sort records by key
2. populate window win with ﬁrst w records of records
4. /*iterate over all rec. and search for duplicates*/
5. for j = 1 to records.length − 1 do
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

numDuplicates ← 0 /*number of det. duplicates*/
numComparisons ← 0 /*number of comparisons*/
k←2
/*iterate over win to find dup. of rec. win[1]*/
while k ≤ win.length do
/*check if record pair is a duplicate*/
if isDuplicate(win[1], win[k]) then
emit duplicate pair (win[1], win[k])
numDuplicates ← numDuplicates + 1
end if

28.
29.
30.

numComparisons ← numComparisons + 1
/*potentially increase window size by 1*/
if k = win.length and j + k < records.length
and (numDuplicates/numComparisons) ≥ φ then
win.add(records[j + k + 1])
end if
k ←k+1
end while

31.
32.
33.
34.

36.
/*slide window*/
37.
win.remove(1)
38.
if win.length < w and j + k < records.length then
39.
win.add(records[j + k + 1])
40.
else /*trim window to size w*/
41.
while win.length > w do
42.
/*remove last record from win*/
43.
win.remove(win.length)
44.
end while
45.
end if
46.
j ←j+1
47. end for
48. calculate transitive closure
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Algorithm 2 DCS++ (records, key, w, φ)
3. skipRecords ← null /*records to be skipped*/
4. /*iterate over all rec. and search for duplicates*/
5. for j = 1 to records.length − 1 do
6.
if win[1] NOT IN skipRecords then
7.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

... see Algorithm 1
/*iterate over win to find dup. of rec. win[1]*/
while k ≤ win.length do
/*check if record pair is a duplicate*/
if isDuplicate(win[1], win[k]) then
emit duplicate pair (win[1], win[k])
skipRecords.add(win[k])
numDuplicates ← numDuplicates + 1
/*increase window size from k by w-1 records*/
while win.length < k + w − 1
and j + win.length < records.length do
win.add(records[j + win.length + 1])
end while
end if
... see Algorithm 1

33.
34.
35.

k ←k+1
end while
end if

36.

... see Algorithm 1

47. end for
48. calculate transitive closure

Case 1: l d j

window of ti
window of tk

ti

tk

tl

tj

ti

tk

tj

tl

Case 2: l ! j

window of ti
window of tk

Fig. 4. Illustration of the two cases l ≤ j and l > j that have to be considered for the
selection of the threshold.
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Proposition 1. With a threshold value φ ≤
to skipping windows.

1
w−1

no duplicates are missed due

Proof. We ﬁrst show that the increase by multiple records cannot cause one
1
the skipped
window to outrange the other one. Then we show that with φ ≤ w−1
windows do not contain additional records, i.e., the window of tk cannot outrange
the window of ti .
(i) When tk is detected to be a duplicate of ti , the window of ti is increased
from tk by w − 1 records and thus contains the same records as the beginning
window of tk . Every time a new duplicate is detected, both windows are increased
by w − 1 records from that duplicate.
(ii) Windows are no longer increased, if dc < φ. Let f be the number of
already detected duplicates in window W (i, k), with f ≥ 1 because at least tk
is a duplicate of ti , and k − i as the number of comparisons. To ensure j ≥ l we
need:
f +d
d
≥φ>
(1)
(k − i) + c
c
Due to the assumption of a perfect similarity measure, d is the same for both
windows. From (1) we can infer:
f + d ≥ φ · (k − i)+φ · c
and
φ·c>d

(2)
(3)

Inserting (3) in (2) results in:
f
(4)
k−i
Now we want to show which value we have to choose for φ, so that (4) is valid
for all windows W (i, k). The highest possible value for k is k = f ·(w−1)+i, which
means that all previously detected duplicates were the last of the respective
window. Thus, we have:
φ≤

φ≤

f
f
1
=
=
k−i
f · (w − 1) + i − i
w−1

(5)



1
We have shown that if the threshold value is selected φ ≤ w−1
, all windows
Wi comprise at least all records of a window Wk where tk is a duplicate of ti .
So leaving out window Wk does not miss a duplicate and thus does not decrease
the recall.

DCS++ is more eﬃcient than Sorted Neighborhood In this section we
show that DCS++ is at least as eﬃcient as the Sorted Neighborhood Method.
Let b be the diﬀerence of comparisons between both methods. We have b > 0 if
DCS++ has more comparisons, b = 0 if it has the same number of comparisons,
and b < 0 if it has fewer comparisons than SNM. Per detected duplicate, our
method saves between 0 and w − 2 comparisons.
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To compare DCS++ with SNM, we have to examine the additional comparisons due to the window size increase and the saved comparisons due to skipped
windows. Figure 5 shows the initial situation. In window Wi , we have d detected
duplicates and it is increased up to tj . The number of comparisons within W (i, j)
is c = j − i. In any case, we have the comparisons within the beginning window
of ti . The number of additional comparisons compared to SNM can be deﬁned
as a = j − i − (w − 1). With s as the number of saved comparisons, because we
do not create windows for the duplicates, we have s = d · (w − 1). We show that
a − s ≤ 0.
Wi: window of ti

…

ti

tk

ti+w-1

tm

beginning window of ti

…

tj

…

additional comparisons of ti

…

tk

beginning window of tk

…

tm

…

beginning window of tm

Fig. 5. Initial situation

1
Proposition 2. With a threshold value φ ≤ w−1
DCS++ is at least as eﬃcient
as SNM with an equivalent window size (wSNM = wDCS++ ).

Proof. We have to distinguish two cases: In case (i) the beginning window of ti
contains no duplicate and in case (ii) it contains at least one duplicate.
(i) If there is no duplicate of ti within the beginning window W (i, i + w − 1),
then we have no additional comparisons due to a window size increase, but we
also do not save any comparisons due to skipping windows. It therefore holds:
b=a−s=0−0=0

(6)

(ii) In the second case we have d > 1 duplicates within the beginning window.
Then it holds:
b=a−s
= [j − i − (w − 1)] − [d · (w − 1)]
= j − i − (d + 1) · (w − 1)

(7)
(8)
(9)

As the window size is increased until dc < φ and the last record is not a
1
duplicate, we need with φ ≤ w−1
at least c = d · (w − 1) + 1 comparisons to stop
the window increase.
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In the most unfavorable case (see Fig. 6), we ﬁnd in the last comparison the
duplicate tk and therefore increase the window by w −1 additional records. Then
d
d
for W (i, k) we have d·(w−1)
= φ and for W (i, k+w−1) we have dc = d·(w−1)+(w−1)
and thus c = d · (w − 1) + (w − 1). We then have for c = j − i:
b=j−i
− (d + 1) · (w − 1)
= d · (w − 1) + (w − 1) − (d + 1) · (w − 1)
= (d + 1) · (w − 1)
− (d + 1) · (w − 1)
=0

(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

So in this case we have b = 0, which means the same number of comparisons
as the SNM with a window size of w.
window of ti

…

ti

tk
beginning
window of ti

tk+w-1

…

beginning window of tk

Fig. 6. Unfavorable case. Duplicate tk is the last record in the window of ti . Thus, due
to the window increase there are w − 1 additional comparisons.

We now show that for all other cases b > 0. In these cases, we have fewer
than w −1 comparisons after dc falls under the threshold. The best is, when there
is just a single comparison (see Fig. 7).

window of ti

…

ti

tk

…

tk+w-1

beginning window of ti
beginning window of tk

Fig. 7. Favorable case. Duplicate tk is the ﬁrst record next to ti . Thus, due to the
window increase there is just one additional comparison.

It holds for the number of comparisons c:
d · (w − 1) + 1

≤

c
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≤

d · (w − 1) + (w − 1)

(14)

So in the most favorable case c = j − i = d · (w − 1) + 1 we have:
b = j − i − (d + 1) · (w − 1)
= d · (w − 1) + 1 − (d + 1) · (w − 1)
= 1 − (w − 1)
=2−w

(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)

As window size w is at least 2, we have b ≤ 0. So in comparison to SNM we
ﬁnd the same number of duplicates but can save up to w − 2 comparisons per
duplicate.


1
Thus, we have shown that DCS++ with φ ≤ w−1
needs in the worst case the
same number of comparisons and in the best case saves w − 2 comparisons per
duplicate compared to the Sorted Neighborhood Method.

5

Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the Duplicate Count strategy. Sec. 5.1 describes
the data sets and experiment settings and Section 5.2 presents the results. The
evaluation of the other, inferior methods can be found in the appendix.
5.1

Data sets and Conﬁguration

The experiments were executed with the DuDe toolkit [12], which is implemented
in Java. To calculate the transitive closure, we use Warshall’s algorithm [20]; additional duplicate pairs created by the transitive closure do not count as comparison, because for these pairs no comparison function is executed. Our evaluation
is primarly based on the number of comparisons, because complex similarity
measures are the main cost driver for entity resolution. The transitive closure
is calculated for both, the Duplicate Count strategies (DCS and DCS++) and
the Sorted Neighborhood Method (SNM). As we show later, the costs for the
transitive closure depend on the number of duplicate pairs and hardly diﬀer for
the diﬀerent algorithms.
To evaluate duplicate detection results, a variety of evaluation metrics exists [21, 22]. As we want to evaluate algorithms that select candidate pairs, we do
not use a similarity function in Sec. 5.2. Instead, we assume a perfect similarity
function by using a look-up in the gold standard to decide whether a record
pair is a duplicate or not. Thus, all candidate pairs are classiﬁed correctly as
duplicate or non-duplicate. For the evaluation, we measure the recall (fraction
of detected duplicate pairs and the overall number of existing duplicate pairs)
in relation to the number of executed comparisons. As in real world scenarios
the assumption of a perfect classiﬁer does not hold, we examine in Sec. 5.3 the
eﬀects of an imperfect classiﬁer. We use precision (fraction of correctly detected
duplicates and all detected duplicates) and recall as quality indicators for the
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used classiﬁers and the F-Measure (harmonic mean of precision and recall) as
measure to compare the diﬀerent algorithms.
We chose three data sets for the evaluation. The Cora Citation Matching data set has already been described in Sec. 1 and we use the attribute
newreference (typically the concatenation of the ﬁrst author’s last name and the
year of publication) as sorting key. The second data set was generated with the
Febrl data generator [23] and contains personal data. Using the Zipf distribution, 30,000 duplicates were added. Figure 8 shows the distribution of cluster
sizes within the Febrl data set. We use a complex sorting key, created of the ﬁrst 3
letters of culture, and the ﬁrst 2 letters of title, social security ID, postcode,
phone number, address, surname, and given name, always without spaces.
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Fig. 8. Distribution of the cluster sizes for the Febrl data set

The third data set is artiﬁcially polluted real-world data and contains about
1 million records with persons and their addresses. It was created by an industry
partner who uses this data set to evaluate duplicate detection methods and is
thus a good benchmark. Our sorting key is the concatenation of the ﬁrst three
letters of the zip code, two letters of street and last name, and one letter of
street number, city, and first name. Table 1 gives an overview of the three data
sets.
We compare the Duplicate Count strategies on the one hand with SNM and
on the other hand with IA-SNM and AA-SNM. As window sizes we use values
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Data set
Cora
Febrl
Persons

Provenance # of records # of dupl. pairs
real-world
1,879
64,578
synthetic
300,009
101,153
synthetic
1,039,776
89,784

Table 1. Overview evaluation data sets

from 2–1000 for the Cora and the Febrl data set and values between 2–200 for
1
the Persons data set. The threshold φ for the Duplicate Count strategies is w−1
as suggested in the previous section. IA-SNM and AA-SNM use the normalized
Edit-Distance for creating the windows with thresholds from 0.1–1.0 for the Cora
data set and 0.1–0.75 for the other two data sets. All algorithms use the same
classiﬁers to decide, whether a record pair is a duplicate or not.
5.2

Experiment Results: Perfect Classiﬁer

For the Cora data set, Fig. 9(a) shows the minimal number of required comparisons to gain the recall value on the x-axis. A comparison means the execution
of a (probably complex) similarity function. Please note the logarithmic scale in
opposite to Fig. 9(b), where we bring into focus the most relevant recall range
from 96% – 100%. Both ﬁgures show the monotonic increase of SNM and the Duplicate Count strategies. The results of IA-SNM and AA-SNM are interpolated,
which means that they show the minimum number of required comparisons to
gain at least the speciﬁc recall. The most comparisons are needed for the IASNM and AA-SNM algorithms. We see that due to the window size increase,
DCS performs worse than SNM. By contrast, DCS++ outperforms SNM, because it omits the creation of windows for already classiﬁed duplicates.
Both SNM and DCS++ make use of calculating the transitive closure to
ﬁnd additional duplicates. Thus, some duplicates are selected as candidate pairs
by the pair selection algorithm (e.g. SNM and DCS++) and then classiﬁed as
duplicates, while other duplicates are detected when calculating the transitive
closure later on. Figure 10 shows this origin of the duplicates. The x-axis shows
the achieved recall value by summing detected duplicates of executed comparisons and those calculated by the transitive closure. With increasing window size
SNM detects more and more duplicates by executing the similarity function, and
thus has a decreasing number of duplicates detected by calculating the transitive
closure. DCS++ on the other hand has hardly an increase of compared duplicates but makes better use of the transitive closure. As we show later, although
there are diﬀerences in the origin of the detected duplicates, there are only slight
diﬀerences in the costs for calculating the transitive closure.
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(a) Required comparisons (log scale).
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(b) Required comparisons in the most relevant recall range.
Fig. 9. Results of a perfect classiﬁer for the Cora data set. The ﬁgure shows the minimal
number of required comparisons to gain the recall value on the x-axis.
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Fig. 10. Comparison of the origin of the detected duplicates for the Cora data set. The
ﬁgure shows for the recall values on the x-axis the number of duplicates detected by the
pair selection algorithm (SNM / DCS++) and the number of duplicates additionally
calculated by the transitive closure.

The results for the Febrl data set (cf. Fig. 11(a)) are similar to the results of
the Cora data set. Again, the IA-SNM and the AA-SNM algorithm require the
most comparisons. But for this data set SNM requires more comparisons than
DCS, whereas DCS++ still needs the fewest comparisons.
In Fig. 11(b) we can see again that SNM has to ﬁnd most duplicates within
the created windows to gain high recall values. DCS++ on the other hand ﬁnds
most duplicates due to calculating the transitive closure. It is therefore important, to use an eﬃcient algorithm that calculates the transitive closure.
In contrast to the Cora data set, the Persons data set has only clusters
of two records. The Duplicate Count strategy is therefore not able to ﬁnd additional duplicates by calculating the transitive closure. Fig. 12 shows that DCS++
nevertheless slightly outperforms SNM as explained in Sec. 4.2. The diﬀerence
between DCS and SNM is very small, but the basic variant needs a few more
comparisons.
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(a) Minimal number of required comparisons (log scale) to gain the recall value on the
x-axis.
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(b) Comparison of the origin of the detected duplicates, i.e. whether the duplicate pairs
are created by the pair selection algorithm or calculated by the transitive closure later
on.
Fig. 11. Results of a perfect classiﬁer for the Febrl data set.
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Fig. 12. Results of a perfect classiﬁer for the Person data set. The ﬁgure shows the
minimal number of required comparisons to gain the recall value on the x-axis.

We also evaluated the performance of the R-Swoosh algorithm [19]. R-Swoosh
has no parameters, it merges records until there is just a single record for each
real-world entity. The results of R-Swoosh are 345,273 comparisons for the Cora
data set, more than 57 billion comparisons for the Febrl data set, and more than
532 billion comparisons for the Person data set. So for the Cora data set with
large clusters and therefore many merge operations, R-Swoosh shows a better
performance than SNM or DCS, but it is worse than DCS++. For the Febrl and
the Person data sets, R-Swoosh requires signiﬁcantly more comparisons, but on
the other hand returns a “perfect” result (recall is 1).
5.3

Experiment Results: Imperfect Classiﬁer

So far we have assumed a perfect classiﬁer, which is nearly impossible to develop
in practice. In this section we analyze the eﬀects of an imperfect classiﬁer on the
results of the DCS++ algorithm.
Figure 13 shows a sequence of sorted records. We ﬁrst assume that all three
labeled records ti , tj , and tk are duplicates. Table 2 shows all possible combinations of how the classiﬁer could classify these pairs, if the pairs were created
as candidates by an algorithm. We further assume that tj is within the initial
window of ti and tk is within the initial window of tj . Additionally, we assume
for this example that if ti , tj  is classiﬁed as duplicate, then the window of ti is
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increased until it includes at least tk . Otherwise, we have to distinguish the two
cases whether tk is included in the window of ti or not.

…

ti

tj

tk

…

Fig. 13. Sorted records for evaluation of an imperfect classiﬁer

For each combination, Table 2 describes the eﬀect of the classiﬁcation on
the overall result. Each classiﬁed non-duplicate is a false negative. Please note
that the stated classiﬁcation refers to the result of the classiﬁer. If the pair is
not created, the classiﬁer result is irrelevant; calculating the transitive closure
can yet change the ﬁnal classiﬁcation of a record pair. Misclassiﬁcation is not
just a problem of the Duplicate Count Strategy, but also occurs with any other
method.
If ti , tj  is a duplicate, DCS++ does not create a window for tj and therefore
the classiﬁcation of tj , tk  does not depend on the classiﬁer, but only on the
calculation of the transitive closure.
In cases 5–8 of Tab. 2 ti , tj  is classiﬁed as non-duplicate, and so there is
no guarantee that the window of ti is large enough to comprise tk . But if tk is
included and tj , tk  is classiﬁed correctly (case 5), then the transitive closure
also includes ti , tj  as a duplicate.
Compared to the Sorted Neighborhood Method (SNM), case 3 is especially
interesting, because pair tj , tk  is not created and therefore ti , tk  is not detected to be a duplicate due to calculation of the transitive closure. SNM does
not skip windows and would therefore classify tj , tk  and due to the transitive closure also ti , tk  correctly as duplicate. So for case 3, we have two false
negatives for DCS++, but no false negatives for SNM.
Table 3 also refers to the records ti , tj , and tk in Fig. 13, but we now assume
that they are all non-duplicates. The results are similar to those in Table 2,
but this time classiﬁed duplicates are false positives. In cases 13–16, ti , tj  is
incorrectly classiﬁed as duplicate and thus, no window for tj is created. The classiﬁcation of tj , tk  depends only on the transitive closure. This results in fewer
false positives, compared to the SNM, in case 14 because SNM would compare
tj , tk  and thus misclassify it as duplicate. Additionally, due to the calculation
of the transitive closure, also ti , tk  would be misclassiﬁed as duplicate, resulting
in three false positives for SNM opposed to one false positive for DCS++.
Based on these results we can say that a misclassiﬁcation can but does not
necessarily have a negative impact on the overall result. We now experimentally
evaluate the eﬀect of misclassiﬁcation. The experiment uses diﬀerent classiﬁers
for the CORA data set. Classiﬁers can be very restrictive, which leads to a
high precision, but a low recall value. Such a classiﬁer that does not detect all
real duplicates favors SNM, as described before in case 3. On the other hand,
classiﬁers with a lower precision and hence a higher recall value favor DCS++,
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All pairs classiﬁed correctly; pair tj , tk  is not created but classiﬁed by the TC.
All pairs classiﬁed correctly; pair tj , tk  is not created but classiﬁed by the TC.
As ti , tj  is a duplicate, no window is created for tj . Thus, tj , tk  is
not compared and therefore also misclassiﬁed as non-duplicate.
2 Only ti , tj  is classiﬁed correctly as duplicate.
0/2 If the window for ti comprises tk , then ti , tj  is classiﬁed as duplicate by calc.
the TC. Otherwise, both ti , tj  and tj , tk  are misclassiﬁed as non-duplicate.
2/3 If the window for ti comprises tk , then only ti , tj  is classiﬁed as duplicate.
2 Only tj , tk  is classiﬁed correctly as duplicate.
3 All record pairs are misclassiﬁed as non-duplicate

FN Explanation

Table 2. All three pairs are duplicates. The table shows for the DCS++ algorithm the number of false negatives (FN) if pairs are
misclassiﬁed as non-duplicates.
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FP Explanation

0 All pairs classiﬁed correctly as non-duplicate.
1 Only tj , tk  is misclassiﬁed as duplicate.
1/0 If the window for ti comprises tk , then only ti , tk  is misclassiﬁed as duplicate.
3/1 If the window for ti comprises tk , then ti , tj  is misclassiﬁed by calculating
the TC. Otherwise, only tj , tk  is misclassiﬁed as non-duplicate.
1 Only ti , tj  is misclassiﬁed
1 As ti , tj  is classiﬁed as duplicate, no window is created for tj . Thus, tj , tk 
is not compared and therefore also correctly classiﬁed as non-duplicate.
All pairs are misclassiﬁed; pair tj , tk  is not created but classiﬁed by the TC.
All pairs are misclassiﬁed; pair tj , tk  is not created but classiﬁed by the TC.
3
3

Table 3. All three pairs are non-duplicates. The table shows for the DCS++ algorithm the number of false positives (FP) if pairs are
misclassiﬁed as duplicates.
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because misclassiﬁed non-duplicates are worse for SNM (see case 14). Thus, the
results depend on the precision/recall tradeoﬀ of the classiﬁer and we therefore
use the F-Measure (harmonic mean of precision and recall) in our experiments
as quality indicator.
Table 4 gives an overview of the used classiﬁers. The values are the results
of an exhaustive comparison without calculating the transitive closure. We have
selected one classiﬁer with both a high precision and a high recall value (C1).
The other two classiﬁers have either a high recall (C2) or high precision (C3)
value.
Classiﬁer
C1
C2
C3

Precision
98.12 %
83.27 %
99.78 %

Recall
97.17 %
99.16 %
84.13 %

F-Measure
97.64 %
90.52 %
91.23 %

Table 4. Overview classiﬁer for the Cora data set. Key ﬁgures are based on an exhaustive comparison without calculating the transitive closure.

Figure 14 shows the interpolated results of our experiments – one chart for
each of the classiﬁers. We see for all three classiﬁers that DCS requires the
most and DCS++ the least number of comparisons, while SNM is in between.
Figure 14(a) shows the results for classiﬁer C1 with both a high recall and a
high precision value. The best F-Measure value is nearly the same for all three
algorithms and the same is true for classiﬁer C2 with a high recall, but low
precision value, as shown in Fig. 14(b). However, we can see that the F-Measure
value for C2 is not as high as for classiﬁers C1 or C3. Classiﬁer C3 with a high
precision but low recall value shows a slightly lower F-Measure value for DCS++
than for DCS or SNM. This classiﬁer shows the eﬀect of case 3 from Table 2.
Due to skipping of windows, some duplicates are missed. However, the number
of required comparisons is signiﬁcantly lower than for the other two algorithms.
Here, the DCS++ algorithm shows its full potential for classiﬁers that especially
emphasize the recall value.
So far we have considered only the number of comparisons to evaluate the
diﬀerent algorithms. As described before, DCS++ and SNM diﬀer in the number of detected duplicates by using a classiﬁer and by calculating the transitive
closure. We have measured the execution time for the three classiﬁers, divided
into classiﬁcation and transitive closure (see Fig. 15). As expected, the required
time for the transitive closure is signiﬁcantly lower than for the classiﬁcation,
which uses complex similarity measures. The time for the classiﬁcation is proportional to the number of comparisons. All three classiﬁers require about 0.2 ms
per comparison.
The time to calculate the transitive closure is nearly the same for all three
algorithms and all three classiﬁers. SNM requires less time than DCS or DCS++,
but the diﬀerence is less than 1 second. Please note that the proportion of time
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(c) Required comparisons (log scale) classiﬁer C3
Fig. 14. Interpolated results of the three imperfect classiﬁers C1-C3 for the Cora data
set.
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for classiﬁcation and for calculating the transitive closure depends on the one
hand on the data set size (more records lead to more comparisons of the classiﬁer)
and on the other hand on the number of detected duplicates (more duplicates
require more time for calculating the transitive closure).
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Time Transitive Closure
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Time in s
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100

50

0
DCS DCS++ SNM

DCS DCS++ SNM

DCS DCS++ SNM

Classifier C1

Classifier C2

Classifier C3

Fig. 15. Required Time for the best F-Measure result of each classiﬁer.
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Conclusion

With increasing data set sizes, eﬃcient duplicate detection algorithms become
more and more important. The Sorted Neighborhood method is a standard algorithm, but due to the ﬁxed window size, it cannot eﬃciently respond to diﬀerent
cluster sizes within a data set. In this paper, we have examined the Duplicate
Count Strategy which adapts the window size based on the number of detected
duplicates. In Sec. 4.2 we have proven that with a proper (domain- and dataindependent!) threshold, DCS++ is more eﬃcient than SNM without loss of
eﬀectiveness. Our experiments with real-world and synthetic data sets have validated this proof.
The DCS++ algorithm uses transitive dependencies to save complex comparisons and to ﬁnd duplicates in larger clusters. Thus, it is important to use
an eﬃcient algorithm to calculate the transitive closure. In contrast to previous
works, we consider the costs of the transitive closure separately.
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Overall, we believe that DCS++ is a good alternative to SNM. The experiments have shown the potential gains in eﬃciency, allowing to search for
duplicates in very large data sets within reasonable time.
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Appendix A

Key similarity strategy

Key similarity strategies deﬁne the window size at runtime based on the similarity of the sorting keys. The goal is to increase the window, if records with
a similar sorting key are close to each other within the sorting sequence. The
strategy is based on the assumptions that a comparison of sorting keys is cheaper
than a comparison of records, and that records with similar sorting keys have a
higher chance of being duplicates. If two records have dissimilar sorting keys, an
expensive comparison can be avoided. On the other hand, if the sorting keys are
similar, there is an additional comparison of the keys next to the actual record
comparison.
Let ti and tj be two records with sorting keys K(ti ) and K(tj ), then
simsort (ti , tj ) is the similarity of the sorting keys of ti and tj with 0 ≤
simsort (ti , tj ) ≤ 1.
A.1

Basic approach

Using the basic approach, the window is increased by 1 record as long as the
sorting key similarity of the ﬁrst and the last record in the window is greater
than a speciﬁed threshold φ. We deﬁne:
simsort (ti , tj ) ≥ φ ⇒ ti and tj are potential duplicates
simsort (ti , tj ) < φ ⇒ ti and tj are potential non-duplicates
Thus, a window with record ti as ﬁrst element is increased up to record tj
with
simsort (ti , tj ) ≥ φ and simsort (ti , tj+1 ) < φ
After a comparison of all candidate pairs within the window, the window is
moved by 1 record so that the next window has record ti+1 as ﬁrst element, tj
as last element and is then increased until the former condition holds.
A disadvantage of the basic approach is that for large windows a lot of key
comparisons are necessary. This is for example the case if last name is used as
sorting key for a data set with personal data. A second disadvantage occurs, if
a record tk is within the sorting order between the duplicates ti and tj . With
simsort (ti , tk ) < φ the increase of the window size is stopped and thus, ti and tj
are not in the same window and cannot be classiﬁed as duplicate.
A.2

Skip expansion

The skip expansion meets these disadvantages. The window is expanded by multiple records at once, saving multiple comparisons of the sorting key. It is therefore similar to the adaptive Sorted Neighborhood method proposed in Yan et
al. [15]. The number of new elements for a window can be a constant value or can
be a multiple of the last expansion. If the window is increased by x elements in
an increase step, then x − 1 sorting key comparisons are saved compared to the
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basic approach. When the sorting key similarity of the ﬁrst and the last record
in the window is smaller than the threshold φ, a retrenchment phase begins. The
elements of the last expansion step are iteratively bisected until the condition of
the basic approach holds.
A.3

Blocking expansion

Assume that we have a window W (ti , tj ) and the sorting keys of records tj and
tj+1 are very dissimilar (e.g., “Smith” and “Taylor”). When we create the next
window and compare the sorting keys of ti+1 with the one of tj+1 , it is very
likely that the similarity is also less than φ. Then we create the next window
with ti+2 as ﬁrst element and so on, always stopping to increase the window when
comparing with the sorting key of tj+1 due to the great dissimilarity. This means
that we have a lot of unnecessary comparisons. The blocking expansion uses two
thresholds φBlocking and φP otentialDuplicate with φBlocking < φP otentialDuplicate
and we assume:
simsort (ti , tj ) ≥ φP otentialDuplicate
∧ simsort (ti , tj+1 ) < φBlocking
⇒ ∀k ∈ [i + 1, j] : simsort (tk , tj+1 ) < φP otentialDuplicate
Based on this assumption, if the condition applies for window W (i, j), we
can save for the following windows the sorting key comparison of record tk (k ∈
[i + 1, j]) with record tj+1 . However, there is the risk that the assumption does
not apply and thus potential duplicates are not compared.
A.4

Evaluation key similarity strategies

The key similarity strategies use comparisons of sorting keys to adapt the size of
the window and thus the selected candidate pairs. The idea is that a comparison
of sorting keys is less expensive than a comparison of records. However, the
sorting key comparison has no impact on the ﬁnal duplicate decision. So for all
key similarity strategies there is always the trade-oﬀ between processing-time
savings due to cheaper comparisons for selecting candidate pairs and additional
costs, because sorting key comparisons cannot replace record comparisons for
the duplicate decision.
We experimentally evaluated the key similarity strategies and compared them
with the Sorted Neighborhood method. For this purpose, we used the Febrl data
set described in Sec. 5.1. All algorithms ran 3 times with diﬀerent sorting keys
and the results were merged before ﬁnally the transitive closure was calculated.
The sorting keys are:
– surname and given name
– zip code and street
– social security ID
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For the skip expansion we experimented with diﬀerent increase sizes and ﬁnally
used increases of 2 and 3 records. The threshold φ varied for the basic approach
from 0.75–1.0 and for all other extensions from 0.8–1.0. For the blocking extension we used φBlocking = 0.5.

1,000,000,000

Sorted Neighborhood
Basic approach
Skip Expansion − 2
Skip Expansion − 3
Blocking expansion

Comparisons

100,000,000

10,000,000

1,000,000

100,000
0.99

0.992

0.994

0.996

0.998

1

Recall

Fig. 16. Required comparisons for key similarity strategies

As we can see in Fig. 16, the Sorted Neighborhood Method performs fewer
comparisons and thus performs better than the key similarity strategies. Additionally, the sorting key strategies require sorting key comparisons, which are
not considered in the ﬁgure.
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Appendix B

Record similarity strategy

The idea of record similarity strategies is to avoid comparisons of potential nonduplicates. As opposed to the key similarity strategies, the window size is not
adapted before the record comparisons, but rather by analyzing the previous
comparisons. Therefore, in this section similarity means the similarity of two
records and not the similarity of their sorting keys.
B.1

Basic approach

The basic approach is analogous to the basic approach of the key similarity
strategy. A record ti in a window is compared with its successor record tj . If the
similarity is higher than a threshold φ, then the window is increased by 1 record
and ti is also compared with tj+1 . On the other hand, if the similarity is less
than φ, then the window is not increased anymore and the next window is then
W (ti+1 , tj ), which is also iteratively increased. We deﬁne:
simf ull (ti , tj ) ≥ φ ⇒ ti and tj are potential duplicates
simf ull (ti , tj ) < φ ⇒ ti and tj are potential non-duplicates
Sorting the records is based on the sorting key, while the calculation of the
similarity might be independent of the attributes used in the sorting key. So using
the basic record similarity approach, two adjacent records might be classiﬁed as
non-duplicates, although the following record is a duplicate. The eﬀectiveness of
this approach therefore depends on the correlation of the sorting key and the
similarity measure.
B.2

Average expansion

The basic approach is very restrictive concerning the termination of the window
increase. The window increase is stopped as soon as there is one record with a
similarity to the ﬁrst record lower than the threshold. It makes no diﬀerence, if
it is the adjacent neighbor or if several records are between the ﬁrst and the last
record of the window. To attenuate the termination condition, the window should
still be increased after the ﬁrst dissimilar record is in the window. The more
similar records are side by side, the further the sorted list should be searched for
further duplicates. So if the sorting is based on the last name, the window size
is higher if the ﬁrst record in the window has a very common last name than
if it has an unusual one. The average expansion approach therefore terminates
the window increase if the average similarity of all previous comparisons in the
window is less than a threshold φ. The average for window W (i, j) is calculated
with the arithmetic mean:
j−1
simf ull (ti , tk+1 )
Avg(W (i, j)) = k=i
j−1
Thus, the window increase is terminated if Avg(W (i, j)) < φ. To prevent
termination after the ﬁrst comparison, a minimum window size can additionally
be deﬁned.
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B.3

Blocking expansion

The blocking expansion for record similarity strategies is analogous to the blocking expansion for key similarity strategies. We assume:
simf ull (ti , tj )) < φBlocking
⇒ ∀k ∈ [i + 1, j − 1] : simsort (tk , tj ) < φP otentialDuplicate
By this assumption, records tk with i < k < j have not to be compared with
tj and consequently these expensive comparisons can be saved.
B.4

Neighborhood expansion

The basic approach and the average expansion only use the similarity of the ﬁrst
record with its successors to decide whether the window should be increased or
not. The neighborhood strategy adapts the window size based on the similarity of
immediate neighbors. We deﬁne the distance between two immediate neighbors
as 1 − simf ull (ti , ti+1 ) and the window is increased as long as the sum of the
distances is lower than threshold φ. So each window meets the conditions:
j−1
k=i

∧

j

k=i

(1 − simf ull (tk , tk+1 )) ≤ φ

(1 − simf ull (tk , tk+1 )) > φ

The advantage of the neighborhood strategy in comparison to the average
expansion is the limitation of the window size due to the threshold. The window
only grows as long as similar records are side by side.
B.5

Evaluation record similarity strategies

Compared to the key similarity strategies, record similarity strategies do not
have additional comparisons for adapting the window size. As the window increase depends on the similarity of the records, all windows comprise particularly
similar records. We have experimentally evaluated three of the described variations of full record similarity strategies using the same data set and settings as
for the key similarity strategies. Figure 17 shows the results and we can again
see that overall the Sorted Neighborhood Method performs at least as good as
the record similarity strategies.
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Fig. 17. Required comparisons for record similarity strategies
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Appendix C

Duplicate Count Strategy Variants

In this section we describe two variants of the duplicate count strategy, which
additionally considers the position of the detected duplicates. Both variants are
based on DCS++.
C.1

Distance-based increase

When a duplicate is detected, the window is increased by the maximum distance
of two adjacent duplicates in the window. If there is a duplicate pair within a
large distance, we want to check whether there are other duplicates that also have
such a distance. Algorithm 3 shows the diﬀerences of this variant compared to
Algorithm 1. The diﬀerences are the check, whether a record should be skipped
and how a duplicate is handled.

Algorithm 3 Distance-based increase (records, key, w, φ)
3. skipRecords ← null /*records to be skipped*/
4. /*iterate over all rec. and search for duplicates*/
5. for j = 1 to records.length − 1 do
6.
if win[1] NOT IN skipRecords then
7.
maxDist ← 0 /*max. distance of adjacent dupl.*/
8.
posLastDup ← 1 /*position of last det. dupl.*/
9.
winIncrease ← 0 /*window size increase*/
10.

... see Algorithm 1

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

/*check if record pair is a duplicate*/
if isDuplicate(win[1], win[k]) then
emit duplicate pair (win[1], win[k])
skipRecords.add(win[k])
numDuplicates ← numDuplicates + 1
maxDist ← MAX(maxDist, k − posLastDup)
posLastDup ← k
winIncrease ← MAX(maxDist, w − 1)
/*increase window size from k by winIncrease records*/
while win.length < k + winIncrease do
win.add(records[j + win.length + 1])
end while
end if

28.

... see Algorithm 1

35.

end if

36.

... see Algorithm 1

47. end for
48. calculate transitive closure
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C.2

Window size dependent increase

When a duplicate is detected under this strategy, the window is increased by a
speciﬁed percentage of its current size. As the increase depends on the current
window size, this is especially relevant for large windows. The idea is that after
detecting duplicates with a large distance there are potentially other duplicates
within an even larger distance. Algorithm 4 shows the diﬀerences of this variant
compared to Algorithm 1. Again, the diﬀerences lie in the check, whether a
record should be skipped and how a duplicate is handled.

Algorithm 4 Window size dependent increase (records, key, w, φ, percentage)
3. skipRecords ← null /*records to be skipped*/
4. /*iterate over all rec. and search for duplicates*/
5. for j = 1 to records.length − 1 do
6.
if win[1] NOT IN skipRecords then
7.
winIncrease ← 0 /*window size increase*/
8.

... see Algorithm 1

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

/*check if record pair is a duplicate*/
if isDuplicate(win[1], win[k]) then
emit duplicate pair (win[1], win[k])
skipRecords.add(win[k])
numDuplicates ← numDuplicates + 1
winIncrease ← MAX(k · percentage, w − 1)
/*increase window size from k by winIncrease rec.*/
while win.length < k + winIncrease do
win.add(records[j + win.length + 1])
end while
end if

26.

... see Algorithm 1

35.

end if

36.

... see Algorithm 1

47. end for
48. calculate transitive closure

C.3

Experimental Evaluation

We use the same data sets and settings as in Sec. 5 to evaluate the variants and
compare them to DCS++. Figures 18 and 19 show the diﬀerences of comparisons
for the Cora and the Febrl data set, with values > 0 if the variant requires
more comparisons than DCS++ and values < 0 if it requires fewer comparisons.
The charts show only data points for those recall values that were achieved by
DCS++ and at least one of the variants. The results are not interpolated, which
explains the amplitudes in the curves.
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Fig. 18. DCS++ variants on Cora data set

Overall we noticed only slight diﬀerences between DCS++ and the two variants. The window size dependent increase variant always requires more comparisons than DCS++ and is therefore less eﬃcient. In Fig. 19(b), the variant with
10% increase requires exactly the same number of comparisons as DCS++ and
is therefore equal to the x-axis.
The distance-based increase variant also shows few additional comparisons
for both data sets in comparison to DCS++. Yet, for the Cora data set we
can see only one outlier within 19 data points, and for the Febrl data set three
outliers within 106 data points. These data points are listed in Table 5. Thus,
for few conﬁgurations the distance-based increase variant is more eﬃcient than
DCS++. Our analysis did not show any pattern to predict if a conﬁguration is
more eﬃcient than DCS++ or not.

Data set
Cora
Febrl
Febrl
Febrl

Recall Comp. DCS++ Avoided comp.
97.64 %
15,530
652 (4,20 %)
96.24 %
26,152,938 315,039 (1.20 %)
96.31 %
28,089,722 314,158 (1,12 %)
97.73 %
157,701,871 3,191,416 (2,02 %)

Table 5. Outlier distance-based increase
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(a) Distance based increase variant
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(b) Window size dependent increase variant
Fig. 19. DCS++ variants on Febrl data set

The two presented variants of DCS++ do not show a better eﬃciency. The
window size variant requires always more comparisons, and the distance-based
variant only avoids comparisons for a few conﬁgurations. As it is diﬃcult to
determine in advance the conﬁgurations for which the distance based variant
performs better, DCS++ is the preferred algorithm.
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